The Bylaws of the Jewish Federation provide that any person who contributes the sum of not less than $25 to the Federation directly or to the Jewish United Fund of Metropolitan Chicago to be used in whole or in part for budgetary purposes of the Federation shall be a voting member of the Federation and of its Affiliated Organizations.

The nominations made by the Nominating Committees of the Jewish Federation are listed below. Other nominations for members of the Board of Directors of the Jewish Federation are made in writing by not less than two hundred (200) members, provided that such nominations are received by the Secretary of the Jewish Federation at least thirty-five (35) days before the Federation Annual Meeting.

JEWISH FEDERATION of METROPOLITAN CHICAGO
Annual Meeting to be held Wednesday, September 13, 2023 at 11:00 a.m.
Hybrid Event • Ateres Ayala I 3412 W. Touhy Ave., Skokie or Virtual
REGISTER NOW

The Nominating Committee has made the following nominations:

DIRECTORS TO BE ELECTED FOR A TWO-YEAR TERM

Wendy C. Abrams
Katie Berger
Debbie L. Berman
Karen Budin
Caroline Davidson
Steven J. Erlebacher
Maury Fertig
Craig Goldsmith
Jordan T. Goodman
Steven M. Greenbaum
Andrew L. Hananel
King W. Harris
David J. Hartman
Susan Insoft
Deborah Schrayer Karmin
Jane Cadden Lederman
Joshua Liss
Chaim Lubin
Sanford E. Perl
Daniel J. Perlman
Brandon C. Prosansky
Shari Greco Reiches
Robert Romanoff
Eric A. Rothner
Jennie Rothner
David M. Sarnoff
Steve Schreiber
Eric Sedler
Kimberly Shwachman
Morris Silverman
Sara Crown Star
Benjamin J. Swartz
Robyn Tavel
Paula Weissman
Deborah Winick
Joseph Wolf
Eteri Zaslavsky

DIRECTOR TO BE ELECTED FOR A ONE-YEAR TERM
Dana Westreich Hirt

Deborah Schrayer Karmin, Secretary